The Eight China Cities On Australian Soil - Recolonisation Organized By The Traitor Class

THE Japanese planned the conquest of China by railway lines. As new lines snaked into China, they linked trade centres and places of Japanese power and were guarded by military fortifications every few kilometres.

China learned well and the new Chinese superpower precisely an aggressive imperialism. It has established its macro-plan One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR), to link ports and trading places in a huge circle across the globe.

Then, in at the immediate level, China plans the subjugation of countries like Australia. In this, it contests with the US superpower, with the local traitor class supporting a US alliance, but revelling in Chinese money.

Then along comes CLARA (Consolidated Land And Rail Australia). It operates out of a quiet office in South Melbourne, but its “vision” for re-colonisation in eastern Australia is breath-taking. Its blurb says: “CLARA’s privately-funded plan will address the widely recognised issue of over-crowding that faces Sydney and Melbourne. We will build new regional, compact, sustainable, smart-cities and connect them by most advanced high speed rail.

This is a completely comprehensive plan for population management and economic transition for Australia.”

The buzz phrases ‘population management’ and ‘economic transition’ tell us this is a serious plan that threatens the very displacement of the Australian people.

CLARA has enlisted former Goulburn Mulwaree Mayor Geoff Kettle as its community engagement consultant. He is talking to councils along the corridor about the plan. “The time of doing nothing has passed for Australia. We have to do something to cope with growth in our major cities. An estimated six million people will be looking for a home and we have to do that in a planned way that enhances people’s lives.” He means six million new migrants by 2050!

Where will the cities be?

1. Wingecarribee Shire (encompassing Southern Highlands)
2. Goulburn-Mulwaree Council
3. Yass Valley Council
4. Gundagai Shire
5. Greater Hume Shire (between Wagga Wagga and Albury, probably Henty)
6. Berrigan Shire (in the southern Riverina near Deniliquin)
7. City of Greater Shepparton
8. Shire of Strathbogie (Central Victoria near Nagambie)

CLARA have suggested their goal is to achieve a population density in these new cities similar to London or Paris (6,000 people per square kilometre).

The race is on to ‘mobilize’ on the route from Sydney to Melbourne.

Greater Shepparton Mayor, Cr Dinny Adem said recently that Greater Shepparton Council has identified high speed rail as a “priority transformational projects for our region.”

“High speed rail is a game changer for regional cities like Greater Shepparton. It will assist to attract business investment, alleviate population pressures of capital cities and allow businesses to attract employees from a greater catchment.”

Curiously, outside Shepparton a run-way of ‘international airport’ dimensions was constructed some time ago, before the CLARA plan was hatched. Did someone know in advance?

The Goulburn Chamber of Commerce met in 2016, where CLARA chairman, Nick Cleary, clarified that the high speed rail was “not the cornerstone of the whole operation. ‘This is not about finding an easier way for people to go from Sydney to Melbourne. This is about opening our regional opportunity from within.’” Falsehood!

Cont’d p. 2
CLEARLY, a former hierarch in the National Party, added: “At the end of the day Australia needs a population strategy.” This scheme serves a population which has not arrived in the country yet—new colonists!

FORCE BEHIND IT

The forces behind CLARA show it to be a private planning vehicle for globalism and Chinese imperialism.

The working group for the venture is stellar, and has included RMIT’s Professor Ralph Horne and Dr Martin Hook; AECOM’s Joe Langley; GE Australia’s head of strategy and growth Suzana Ristevski; GE global growth and operations head Martin Kennedy; DLA Piper Australia partner John Galagher; principal of SGS Economics and Planning Dr Marcus Spiller; senior research scientist CSIRO Land and Water Flagship Dr Neil Lazarow; professor of public policy and director of CSIRO’s National Outlook Dr Steve Halahan; and head of the commercial director of CSIRO’s Land and Water Flagship Scott Keyworth.

Then collaborator Andrew Robb who fronts for Chinese interests is also connected.

WHEELS WITHIN HUBS

The eight-cities-plan would be a spine that would bind the eastern seaboard to China. But Sydney and Melbourne are the essential prizes. So in the plans to improve (sic) the transport in these cities, we learn even more.

Liberal Federal MP John Alexander has talked of a “magic bullet” to solve Sydney’s growing pains by turning it into a “megacity” stretching from Newcastle to the city— all linked by high-speed rail. Alexander said: “When you take in Nowra, Goulburn, Southern Highlands, Wollongong, the Central Coast, Newcastle and with (Sydney), it’s like a 10-city city.”

Alexander has taken a swipe at his own government for having “no real plan” on how to “properly” accommodate Australia’s migrant in-creases. It sees the immigration issue as inextricably linked to its push for a national plan of settlement. This means recolonisation.

We might now better appreciate all the noise being made in Victoria during the recent State election about the “fast train” to Shepparton (a China city will be nearby) and to Albury (a refugee dump in Ballarat and Geelong. All these cities will spin around the Melbourne hub which will also have a major Chinese population likely in a redeveloped Port Melbourne.

NSW Nationals leader John Barilaro, said in 2017 that “part of the funds the state received from the sale of the Snowy Hydro scheme will go towards identifying a new rail corridor for a fast train line between Sydney and Canberra.”

Again, empire building via rail lines!

NEITHER LEFT NOR RIGHT! A THIRD POSITION!

AUSTRALIAN Nationalism has always been a Third Position in politics.

That means it sits neither to the Left, nor to the Right.

Many people mistakenly consider our nationalism to be “right-wing”, or even an “extreme right-wing” position. The media often uses that labelling.

For Australian nationalists, the Left was historically represented by Marxism and its variants. However, over time, it morphed into various forms of aggressive globalism and hyper-nationalism. The Right—what ever mode we cite it, nationalism—sought to seize all property and govern a totalitarian economic-political order, or to break down the natural barriers between people, be it race, or nationality, or gender, or spiritual position.

For Australian nationalists, the Right was historically articulated by the conservative movements and parties and spoke for the wealthy class. However, it too has evolved into its own free market libertarian concept, with or without ‘traditional’ moral and family ideas attached. However, it was demonstrated that which ever mode we cite it, nationalism—sought to seize all property and govern a totalitarian economic-political order, or to break down the natural barriers between people, be it race, or nationality, or gender, or spiritual position.

Nativism meant Australia would create an identity founded upon a European ethnic and cultural base, but with a blend of European background and with a cultural expression all own, native to our soil. Labourism meant a social ethic and programme that would build a Workerings’ Paradise where all could earn property by honest labour and reach a standard of living that could support a progressive and enlightened community.

Literary radical-nationalism meant the cultural-political statements of the Australian ethos put to verse and prose and philosophy. It had shown that the New Man in Australia could be worthy of the freedom and opportunity granted.

These three elements in a dynamic fusion inspired a Vision Splendid for our Continent Nation, a country in the South Pacific, independent and free. This was the Promise of the early Australia which was lost after the Second World War in sub-urbanism and consumerism and via the ultimate betrayal - the overturn of "White Australia" in 1966. This Australian creed was already neither Left nor Right.

When these historical reference points were taken up again by the modern nationalist movement as it emerged from the 1970s an opportunity to "rebirth then modernize" the original principles, was possible.

So the failures of the old Left and Right were reviewed. The Third Position would not be an arbitrary synthesis of the Left and Right but supposedly ‘taking the best’ of both

Marginalisation to cleansing

The process to achieve the marginalisation of Australians in various towns and suburbs and areas, while the new motors of globalization take the new hot spots is the result of the China cities project and related sub-plots.

Fake agendas like Agenda 2030 ensure special facilities for the global growth precincts and various State planning laws create new CBDs in Sydney and Melbourne that rest upon their status separate from the Australasian suburbs around them. As their social well-being fades, the new colonists push us aside. This is cleansing and we intend to resist!

CLASSIC AUSSIE TEXTS BY FRANK ANSTEY, MP.

The Kingdom Of Shlyak and The Money Power explained the rise of finance capital in the early 20th Century. What is money? How is it created by private banks? What was the national alternative? Frank Anstey was a leading nationalist of his day and his school of thought exists still—with us!


ALEX NORWICK - MAJOR PAMPHLETS

Electronic versions of Alex Norwick pamphlets can be found at Nationalist Ideological, Historical and Legal Archive: www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat

ALLAN R. JONES

National Credit theorist and commentator on banking and foreign economic takeover: https://www.facebook.com/allan.jones.9674

JIM SALEM - MAJOR WORKS AND ARTICLES

Jim Saleam has contributed to the academic analysis of Australian nationalist and patriotic politics and as an activist who has helped to define it in the struggle.

His work can be located at:
Nationalist Ideological, Historical and Legal Archive: www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat - and in a documents site, which contains much of his older journalism and analysis:
http://ausfirst.alphalink.com.au
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(Edited from notes left by Alex Norwick)
Neoliberalism, Globalization, Free Markets and Neo-conservatism are possibly the stupidest idea the World has ever seen, so stupid that it has to change every few years or so. These ideas have dragged the World’s economy to a near halt, only because the U.S.A has $17.5 trillion of debt, (government and private).

They are based on neoclassical economic theory that has been shown to have failings, dating back to 1926.

The free market will bring about “a new Golden age” has been the deluded cry for some decades, but now many countries are trying to do backdoor protectionism.

Selling off government instrumentailities was to deliver better services at cheaper prices. The opposite has happened. How can you have competition with one set of wires for telephone or electricity or plumbing and another set of wires for telephone or electricity or plumbing. A government instrumentality could have done better if they were properly funded.

Selling off government instrumentailities was to free up government manufacturing. The lie is that money is created endogenously (within the system) out of thin air.

Another hallmark of neoliberalism is the abandonment of the manufacturing and farming industries in preference for finance. The three countries that have the most impressive economic growth in recent times, China Germany and South Korea have had a lot of backing from the government for their manufacturing industries.

Intellectuals like Noam Chomsky and Joseph Stiglitz are very much against neoliberalism. Stiglitz who won the Nobel prize in 2001 in place initially has a 6 hour monologue on YouTube pointing out the failings of global finance. He said that he hoped it would unite the world. It has but against globalisation.

The main reason why Australia has not experienced a sharp down turn is that this level of debt is breaking point for an economy and the interest on the debt takes surplus money out of the economy which cannot be lent.

**G.D.P and Measuring the Economy**

We constantly hear about G.D.P. Growth but what is G.D.P. and G.D.P. growth? Gross Domestic Product is measurement of the size of the economy. It multiplies the amount of money in the economy by the amount of times it circulates (Velocity). When the economy slows down or inflation drops the reserve bank lowers interest rates. This usually increases the amount of money the banks lend which is one of the few ways that the government control the amount of money in the economy.

Up until now this has encouraged people to spend more money on imported Shirts & consumer goods. In the U.S. 70% of Workers rely on Australia and since increased since the 1970’s. Australia is now going the same way.

Industrial output seeks to reflect the deeper situation in the economy and the working people. From 1990 to 2010 the value of manufacturing in Australia has halved and still heading south.

Tied in with this is the lack of participation in the workforce. Australian Bureau of Statistics shows that there are 5 men who do not have a job for every 1 man who is receiving the dole, compared to when there was full employment in 1969. At the moment the workforce participation rate is 64.8 % and in 1969 it was 96 %. The situation for women is about the same if not worse. This is a disaster for the working people of Australia.

Interest rates are at all time low which is an indication that business is not doing well and will not do better than during the Great Depression.

Have come and see and endless flow of Mercedes + BMW going up + down the road with the occasional Ferrari, or Maserati and a Rolls-Royce thrown in for good measure.

Then on the other hand I see people sleeping rough, under bridges in tents and in public shelters! Wilkinson & Picket have an explanation for this in their world wide study into inequity in the first world, they have Australia at the 4th most unequal country studied, behind the U.S.A, Portugal and the U.K. This is despite having vast depositorys of natural wealth all over country.

**Modern Money Theory**

A group of Post Keynesian economists have developed Modern Money Theory (M.M.T. for short) to counter Neoliberalism. They look at the greatest scam of our time the creation of money. In the first world, they have Australia at the 4th most unequal country studied, behind the U.S.A, Portugal and the U.K. This is despite having vast depositorys of natural wealth all over country.

M.M.T. do not want the private banks to have the ability to create money. This should fall to the reserve bank of Australia.

When loans are repaid money disappears. It is then recorded as 0. This is why we do not have incredible inflation. The main thrust of M.M.T. is that the government should create enough money to get us out of our current economic hole.

When we where on the “Gold Standard” the amount of money in the economy was directly related to the physical amount of Gold held by the Reserve Bank of Australia. When the government wanted to spend more money they had to issue Bonds by getting a Loan. This took money away from business wanting to expand their companies (pushing up interest rates). Under a F.I.A.T economy this no longer happens.

**Immigration**

Neoliberalism wants more population because it makes the economy larger. China’s and India’s economies are not experiencing a sharp down turn because of GDP/population basis we are miles ahead. Wooden in the book “Immigration or the aftermath of the Issues” admitted that post war immigration, did nothing for the working person in Australia.

Immigrants do not often directly take jobs, but they certainly put downward pressure on wages and conditions, especially when only one of the third of the working population don’t have a job.

Malthus in 1798 established the concept of the Malthusian Trap. He said wealth was tied to the area of cultivated land, and as population increases wealth decreased. The Industrial revolution prevented this prediction occurring.

Karl Marx restated the problem of overpopulation but in slightly different terms. He put it that if a population increase this pushes down the prices of goods because the factory owners are prepared to offer. A supply & demand situation.

It seems that the current high immigration rates are being used to crush the working people of Australia.

There is now evidence that a reduction in population is beneficial to a country as a whole.

After the bubonic plagues that hit Europe in the Middle Ages the re-naissance was triggered by the re-duction in population.

Reducing population made the poorer richer & the wealth went throughout society. This is opposite to the trickle down effect. It is said that the same thing happened after the first world war through the loss of population.

The richest countries on a GDP/pop basis are countries of very small populations. Luxembourg, Australia, Qatar, the Scandinavian Countries, Ireland, Singapore and Brunei.

All the first world countries have low birth rates, if high birth rates & increases in population the wealth, the rich & poor countries would be the other way around.

In the near future the world is going to experience an explosion in Robotics taking many jobs, from pick-packers to the in the Middle Ages the re-naissance was triggered by the reduction in population.

The Middle Class can protect themselves from competition for jobs from the majority of migrants who do not have good English skills which limits their ability for employment of better paying jobs.
Our friends in the Australian Protectionist Party published this article now reproduced verbatim and with permission.

THE Australian Protectionist Party has been asked recently by a number of its US trade, “market forces”, lower taxes and regulations, opposition to tariffs, an “ethic of hard work”, investment and free trade agreements”, and recognising our “Judeo-Christian” heritage. There is also unambiguous support for the nuclear power industry in Australia, whilst universities “must be made financially accountable for the educational outcomes they provide”, whilst providing “increased choice and competition in the higher education market”. There is no mention of Australian universities giving priority to actually training Australians.

Bernardi has a few powerful friends in the Australian media. Rupert Murdoch’s Fox News channel. One of Bernardi’s conservative bias on Murdoch’s US operations like “Why didn’t Bernardi seek some people may be asking question of the Right Wing Establishment, and he is being promoted for a reason.”

In some ways, Bernardi has a lot going for him. He’s slick, articulate, socially conservative, and, unlike so many of Australia’s opportunistic sell-out politicians (who simply swing with whichever way the wind blows), Bernardi is a man with genuine political convictions. This may be to his credit, but therein lies the trap for the uninitiated. The best of the things Bernardi gets right, there’s plenty he gets wrong.

Be in no doubt, Cory Bernardi did not start his “Australian Conservatives” merely to siphon votes away from the Liberal Party to his political Left. He also had every intention of siphoning votes away from Pauline Hanson and other patriotic voices on the Right and enshackling them. Bernardi is therefore potentially a seductive right-winger, and a very Right-wing Right. It’s a myth the Likud Party, and he is being promoted for a reason.

Bernardi has a substantial history of conservative dissent. In his book “The Conservative Revolutionaries” Bernardi is a committed free trader, neo-conservative, and of the “New Right” (not to be confused with the increasingly Americanised term “Alternative Right”). Bernardi would appear to represent little more than the Right End of the Liberal Party, rebranded as “Australian Conservatives”.

Reflecting these economic rationalist views, Bernardi voted in the Senate in 2013 to oppose a deal China (ChAFTA), and he raised no public objection to Australia’s involvement in the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP). Bernardi has also been notably quiet about mass Asian immigration to Australia, as he has been about the Chinese buying up vast amounts of Australian assets.

The creed of the economic rationalist/New Right basically puts Australia’s short-term profits and economic growth before long-term security and sovereignty considerations. It’s a creed that puts a irrational blind faith in “the hidden hand” of “free markets” to always deliver the best outcomes for humanity. The “market” is perceived to be the best regulator of a society.

But the New Right believe new jobs will always magically appear, and if they don’t, it’s too bad for society’s “losers” and “‘losers” anyway. But Bernardi’s Australian Conservatives” weren’t “racist” — if they had a high-profile Kenyan on board.

by too much government spending, and the solutions are to slash government spending (and services) and manically privatise state-owned assets, to pay off the debt to the bankers who created that debt-money in the first place, and then charged bank interest on top.

Bernardi has had a long association with fellow South Australian Bob Day, who was also once a candidate for the Liberal Party in SA. Day, like Bernardi, is a committed free trader, and was the long-time secretary of the anti-trade union H. R. Nicholls Society, as being as well as a board member of the Centre for Independent Studies — a libertarian Australian think tank — also committed to free markets and free trade.

Day also became the head honcho of Family First, a Christian-based Liberal Party satellite, in its South Australian base. Day was the FFP’s lead senate candidate in 2013, and was elected to the federal senate as a SA senator, on the back of a complex set of preference deals, after himself polling 3.8% of the SA vote. The Family First Party benefited not just from the Liberal Party, but also from preference deals that were arranged by “the preference whis-perer” Glenn Druery. Media reports later said that Druery was actually being paid by the FFP and other groups to arrange preference deals to favour them. And apparently it was legal.

Day held on to his SA senate seat by the skin of his teeth at the 2016 federal election dropping to 2.9%. But Liberal Party preferences saw him gain the line. However, doubts emerged about Day’s personal financial situation, and in November 2016 Day handed in his resignation as a Senator, as he could have been deemed bankrupt or insolvent.

Family First’s automatic replacement for Day (unselected by SA voters) was Kenyan-born and raised Lucy Gichuhi, a lawyer who recently got through her maiden speech to the Senate in stuttered English. Following her speech, Andrew Bolt effectively cheered on Australia’s first black African senator on his TV show. But when Bernardi’s Australian Conservatives moved in and merged with Family First, Gichuhi refused to be part of Cory’s team. This probably disappointed Bernardi, as he had one less senator than he was hoping for, and it might have been a good way to show the masses that his new

With Christianity substantially in decline amongst Westerners in Australia, bringing in Christians from the Middle East, Africa, or Asia is often seen as a good way to fill up the churches again, whilst providing organised Christianity with a stronger economic and political base. Hence many church leaders have now happily embraced “ethnic diversity”, and the notion of “racism” as being a new form of “sin”.

The rise of Islamic-inspired terrorism in the West has also changed Christian politics — especially for the more traditionalist viewpoint in the Churches. Portraying Islam as a great threat to Christianity, is a good way to galvanise Christians politically, whilst effectively entertaining “Diversity minus-Islam”.

The Jewish-controlled and funded Q Society and its political arm, The Australian Liberty Alliance, has some what similar agenda — ferociously and relentlessly attacking Islam, in the hope that they can galvanise some support for their own agendas amongst an unsuspecting and otherwise indifferent Australian public. And at the
same time, imply they’re not “racist” either (again, “diversity=-Islam”).

Bernardi, the Q Society, and the Christian-based Rise Up Australia Party Prime Minister John Howard once said we would “never ever” have a GST. Bernardi’s Australian Conservatives and other voices on Australia’s Right may understand that Western civilisation has a unique and admirable spirit, but do they fully understand that Western civilisation is not merely a product of ideas, values, technology, and strategic history, but also the influence of Christianity, and is also critically, very much a product of the collective gene pools of the peoples who created and sustained Western civilisation?

And do Bernardi understand Australia’s own experience; that, as part of the Anglosphere, our true roots as a people didn’t really begin in 1788 or 1901, but are really a new form of “market” will always deliver the best social outcomes.

It’s also all very well to champion Tory-style “free enterprise”, and the old Protestant values of “hard work and self-reliance” (even if News Corp sponsored); however, we are living in an age of rapid robotisation and automation that requires an open-mindedness to “Third Way” economics, and new and different ways of thinking. For example, Jeremy Thorpe, an Australian supporter, recently suggested that “over the next 20 years approximately 5 million jobs, that’s more than 5 million jobs, are at risk of being disrupted by technology, whether that’s digitisation or automation.” But we’ve seen of Bernardi and his Australian Conservatives, it may be a little difficult to fully comprehend or offer much in this regard! Instead, it seems that the familiar economic-growth-above-all-else mentality of the mainstream Tory mindset. However, many Australians today do not understand the significance of the now clearly visible need for a radical change. Perhaps better to have another look at the mainstream.

Of course it was the forward-thinking Australian Protectionist Party that first championed an end to all Muslim immigration and Australia withdrawing from the out- dated UN Refugee Convention ever since we first began in 2007. And there is now an increasingly likely trend towards establishing a national Muslim holiday, and many other manufacturing jobs have disappeared offshore due to the Labour and Labor party’s “wets” and “dries”. The sad truth is that the economic genius of our world’s oldest continent, and a slavish adherence to economic rationalism and “free trade” have become the norm within the Liberal Party.

This mindset has seen vast social and economic changes to Australia. We have seen vast public assets privatised, and we have now virtually eliminated manufacturing industry. We are, and many other manufacturing jobs have disappeared offshore due to the Labour and Labor party’s “wets” and “dries”. The sad truth is that the economic genius of our world’s oldest continent, and a slavish adherence to economic rationalism and “free trade” have become the norm within the Liberal Party.

The Goods and Services Tax (GST) has also become an accepted part of the norm in Australian politics, de- spite the only once a concession for the then Prime Minister John Howard to it being introduced. Yet with the powerful International Monetary Fund making it clear in 1992 that there was no other way, for Australia, it seems that for now, we are stuck with one, and the Australian media vata into trade war to make sure any voices of dissent are not heard. Of course, former Liberal Party Prime Minister John Howard
Australia, along with ten other countries has entered a free trade agreement, known originally as the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), or as it is now called, the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP-11). Other countries in the agreement include Chile, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, New Zealand, Singapore and Vietnam.

The deal was signed on 8 March 2018 in Chile. The United States decided to withdraw from the TPP. The agreement is supposed to open markets for goods and services by way of free trade and facilitate foreign investment.

As with previous free trade agreements, the results being mixed as many industries, like the car industry for example, have virtually closed their operations in this country, we now have unemployment rates that have been disastrous fifty years ago, and relative to the rest of the world, our living standards are going backwards.

Worse still these agreements often contain clauses that interfere with Australia’s sovereignty and the way the country is run.

Currently employers who wish to bring in temporary migrant workers are expected to first undertake labour market testing to check that no Australian is available to do the work the migrant is being brought in to do. Under the TPP-11 this requirement is waived for six member countries, namely Mexico, Japan, Canada, Malaysia and Vietnam.

Another matter of concern is that the TPP contains what is called Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) under which foreign companies that already have enormous market power, can take action under ISDS provisions of the TPP.

Australia has entered six other free trade agreements that include ISDS provisions. These agreements include those with China, Korea, Chile, Singapore and Thailand. The Australian Fair Trade and Investment Network Dr Patricia Ranald of the Australian University of Sydney described ISDS as “quite scary because it effectively allows a foreign-owned company to have almost any Australian law, including enhanced labour laws that are considered to impose additional or onerous obligations on a company's employment practices to be set aside”.

Stuart Rosewarne from the University of Sydney described ISDS as “quite scary because it effectively allows a foreign-owned company to sue our government if it does something that adversely affects those companies. A number of people, including Sally McManus of the ACTU have already expressed concern about this provision.”

There is some controversy about whether Australian companies can take action under ISDS provisions of the TPP. Dr Patricia Ranald of the Australian Fair Trade and Investment Network said she did not think the ISDS should be included in the TPP as it gives special legal rights to foreign corporations that already have enormous market power.

Living standards are also declining relative to the rest of the world. As measured by gross domestic product (GDP) per capita we once had the highest living standards in the world but by 2016 we were rated 17th according to the World Bank and in 2017 we were rated 18th by the International Monetary Fund. To make things worse Australia has a foreign debt of over a trillion dollars.

Unemployment rates do not appear to have gone down due to free trade and in fact may have gone up. In March 2018 for instance the unemployment rate was 5.6% and doubtless would look worse if we included the underemployed. Back in the 1960s when we had a highly protected manufacturing sector and virtually no free trade the unemployment rate once got up to 3.2% but for most of the time was below 2.0%, a figure that appears impossible nowadays.

In summary the promises of free trade agreements have not been delivered for most Australians. Living standards continue to fall behind those of other nations, we have lost more jobs than we gained, our balance of trade figures indicate we import much more than we export, and our foreign debt continues to grow. These agreements are a danger to our sovereignty and give foreign corporations considerable power over the ordinary Australian citizen. They should be radically revisited or abandoned.

Sources:


Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, “Investor-State Dispute Settlement”, Downloaded from the Internet May 2018.


https://em.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita_Downloaded 19 March 2018


Yellow Vests’ Protest Movement In France Shakes Globalist Macron (Contributed)

The globalist President of France, Emmanuel Macron, was shaken and forced into many concessions by the ‘Yellow Vests’ protest movement in November—January.

The protest movement was popular, supported by the mass of the French and used the processes of rolling demonstrations and civil uprising to contest the regime.

The Yellow Vests have opposed fuel prices, low pensions, bureaucracy and waste — and immigration.

The three community based and activist French nationalist organisations, French Nationalist Party, French Dissidence and Social Bastion, joined the protests and threw all their resources into building them. Their participation was denounced by Macron’s ministers of state.

France has a deep tradition of mass protest and civil uprising. The globalists were thrown by this popular upsurge. Whatever the long term responses may be, it is expected Macron’s presidency (like the governances of many European countries) will lobby from crisis to crisis under mass pressure. Macron’s commitment to high immigration was noted by the Yellow Vests and other forces who have linked Macron’s globalist economics to the migration-attack upon the French. Indeed, Macron has suggested immigration should be increased.

Although it did not prosper, the Australian Transport Shutdown of 2008 had a similar impulse. It opposed fuel prices, road taxes, over-regulation and visa labour.

Popular protests may erupt on any number of issues and be vectors for wider programmes to gain traction. Australia is also entering a new period of instability.
Alexander Norwick, one of the standard bearers of the Australian nationalist cause, died on September 11, 2018.

Australia First Party has received many condolences messages from its members and from activists and leaders of other nationalist groups.

For many years, Norwick was associated with the Third Position, a political ideology that advocates for a new country to be created through an anti-communist and anti-capitalist revolution. He was a member of the Australia First Party, which shared this ideology.

Norwick was born in 1922 in Murmansk in the then Soviet Union. In the 1930s, he father, a political exile in the Gulag, was deported to the Soviet Union. It was there that his mother, a distant relative of the Great Depression, was seized and deported to the Gulag near Smolensk. It was there that he was born.

Norwick's commitment to politics was shaped by his experience of the totalitarian movement. Thereafter, he played every role: writer, speaker, organizer, and political candidate. His early work with E.F. Azzopardi, Frank Salter, Jim Saleem and others in creating a Third Position movement helped shape the Australian nationalist movement. A line of descent began through a number of organizations and when he died, Norwick was recognized as one of the leaders of Australia First Party.

Norwick's commitment to a politics that represented a Third Position took him on fresh pathways. In the 1980s, he corresponded with many European nationalists who also saw the Gorbachev reforms as a threat to their movement. They stood together and built on that. He made some friends in that firmament who are still close friends in our times - who lead movements trying to rescue the old-Continent from globalization, refugee-invasion, multiculturalism.

In 1986-1987, he took the chance and travelled to Gaddafy's Libya for conferences at which many different nationalists from various countries came together. Alex was one of the first Australian nationalists to gain the confidence of anti-imperialist struggle against the power of the internationalists, such that a world of free nations and peoples would succeed them. Therefore, it was simple, after the break-up of the Eastern bloc, for Alex to be one of the first nationalist in any country to proclaim that the struggle against the New World Order was the rule of the New World Order was the rule of the world, such that it could only have been the result of an anti-imperialist struggle against the power of the internationalists, such that a world of free nations and peoples would succeed them.

Bill Shorten wants 4000 more refugees and promises the U.N. $500 million of your hard-earned tax dollars

Australia is one of the most vulnerable and hostile countries in the world. It is a place where the few are rich and the many are poor. Norwick knew it was time for a new migration from Asia and 'refugees', just another 4000 refugees, for Alex to be one of the first nationalist in any country to proclaim that the struggle against the New World Order was the rule of the world, such that it could only have been the result of an anti-imperialist struggle against the power of the internationalists, such that a world of free nations and peoples would succeed them.

Under the governments of Labor and Coalition, there has been a complete stranger's who hate us and not welcome as counsel and the people continue to find his work to enrich our lives and probably end the day that just perhaps, we could seize the hour.

Throughout the long years, Alex as a bush philosopher, kept his sense of humour. He brought levity to a situation which was too difficult to handle. He was a man who understood the costs of maintaining a regime of turning back the boats masks Labor's agenda for an "orderly pathway" for fake refugees waiting in Indonesia to settle here. This while ending offshore detention and transfers, meaning all those being resettled in the NZ and transfers, meaning all those being resettled in the NZ would also be the 'Working Man's Paradise', where a high standard of living and a free social order could be a "Liberal Party" of the East of Continents. He argued that to get these things, a cultural and political revolution was necessary to overturn the corrupt elite, an event one ever likely in a crisis of the current order and that to achieve all this is not necessary to prepare for the day that just perhaps, we could seize the hour.

One voice goes silent? No, his voice is not quelled, because his words inspire and because our struggle continues! Alex Norwick: present!
The Eight Core Policies Of Australia First: A Programme And A Method For National Rebirth!

Whatever will benefit Australia, that we are for; whatever will harm Australia, that we are against. William Lane

1. Ensure Australia Retains Full Independence
   Protect our sovereignty (national, constitutional and personal) and maintain an adequate defence, whilst being reasonable and fair in our nation's international dealings.

2. Rebuild Australian Manufacturing Industries
   This is the only way we can be self-sufficient. It will provide jobs for our children, and help buy back the farm and allow Australia to be free of foreign debts. Our infrastructure has been run down over many years - it must be rebuilt. We must improve the practicality and relevance of our educational systems, and target government support for industry to diversify, innovate, perform and expand. We recognise that small business is fundamental to this policy. A satisfactory financial environment is also urgent and essential.

3. Control Foreign Ownership
   Bring foreign ownership and investment back under control.

4. Reduce and Limit Immigration
   Immigration mistakes can be big long-term mistakes. Immigration policy must take into account social cohesion, employment opportunities, urbanisation and environmental issues.

5. Abolish Multiculturalism
   End the divisive, government-funded and institutionalised policy of multiculturalism.

6. Introduce Citizen-Initiated Referenda
   Amend the Australian Constitution such that the people can initiate a constitutional referendum, which, if approved by the Australian people, will amend the Australian Constitution. This simple step will confirm the political authority of voters and make legislators aware that they are the servants of the Australian People, not their masters. The people directly should also possess the sovereign right and the power to initiate other legislation.

7. Strengthen the family
   Promote policies that strengthen and protect the traditional family.

8. Strive to Rebuild A United Australia
   Promote policies that recognise the independence of city and country.

9. Democratise Other Policy Issues
   All other policies (non-core policies) are matters of free conscience and are not binding upon Australia First's future parliamentarians or councillors who are to represent their electorates.

Issues of public interest on which Australia First needs to formulate policy will be canvassed with the party membership, and policies conducted where deemed appropriate by the party's National Council. The party also permits branches to formulate specific electoral policies or community policies not inconsistent with the Eight Core Policies.

From time to time, the party will issue material that provides interpretation of the core policies. This interpretative material would reflect the spirit of the party. The organizational purpose for this statement of policy and system for policy creation is simple: Australia First does not require weighty tomes which change from month to month, as do the programmes of the Establishment parties and those who ape them. It requires a focus for action and for unity within the party. Australia First is to build a new national movement. Practicality is method.

Where To Find Australia First

National Contact Line: 02 8587 0014
National Council e-mail: ausfirst@alphalink.com.au

New South Wales:
  Australia First (NSW) office: P.O. Box 593 Rockdale 2216
  Blue Mountains: P.O. Box 202 Katoomba 2780
  Cooffs Harbour: 0419 492 917
  Sutherland Shire: P.O. Box 2499 Taren Point 2228
  Australia Wide:
    Qld State committee: Afp.brisbane@hotmail.com
    Australia First (Central Qld.): P.O. Box 893 Rockhampton 4700
    Australia First (Adelaide): afsa@live.com.au
    Australia First (Western Australia): P.O. Box 129 Collie 6225
    Australia First (Victoria): P.O. Box 223 Croydon 3136

'Australia First' Web Sites
  New South Wales: http://ausfirst.alphalink.com.au
  Victoria: www.australiafirst.net

Other Australia First Contacts
  Australia First also operates in other locales such as Newcastle, Riverina and other towns and cities. Contact the National Contact line.

Australia First Products
  The party sells T-shirts, stickers, Eureka Flags, Federal Flags and leaflets and pamphlets. Write for a list.

Australia First On Facebook
  We operate a number of Facebook pages for Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria and other States and locales.

Australia First Bookshop
  725 Princes Highway, Tempe. We operate via mail order, during meetings and by arrangement. The bookshop also stocks all Australia First products.